QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY SUPPORT STAFF
POSITION SUMMARY

DEPARTMENT: Information Technology Systems
POSITION TITLE: Senior Systems Analyst
POSITION NUMBER: 00132010
GENERIC POSITION CLUSTER: ITST9

INCUMBENT:
GRADE: 9
EFFECTIVE: JUNE 19, 2013

Job Summary
As a member of the Information Systems team, the Senior Systems Analyst is a leader in the support and
enhancement of the PeopleSoft Administrative Systems.
The incumbent performs analysis,
development, design, testing, and implementation of an administrative system, develops project
member accountabilities and tasks related to systems support and implementation work. The
incumbent provides technical leadership to programming teams, supervises, guides, and provides expert
knowledge.
The Senior Systems Analyst demonstrates a knowledge-based and inclusive consulting-based approach
ensuring tasks and activities adhere to overall strategies and objectives, standards, schedules and
guidelines.
The incumbent will provide technical leadership in one or more of the following areas: Finance, Human
Resources, , or Student Administration
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES:


Provides leadership to the support team ensuring responsibilities tasks and assignments are
completed through direct development and mentoring other team members.



Contributes to team project meetings and team member development, and partners effectively with
internal and external stakeholders



Leading by example, communicates IT issues and solutions in a concise, proactive manner with
management, stakeholders, team members, and members of the Queen’s University community.



Contributes to analysis, development, design, testing, and implementation of administrative system
within functional areas, defines problem areas, develops viable solutions, develops system project
schedules, and prioritizes system work



Responsible for formalized, continuing work direction and leadership to team members including
scheduling, assignment of work, providing expert knowledge to junior staff and progress reviews.
Ensures that outstanding operational issues are addressed on a daily basis



Optimizes internal resources to maximize team capabilities



Serves as technical leader/advisor for discipline in cross-functional teams, which includes reviewing,
revising/editing the work of others



Informs designated supervisor of any information that may identify challenges to schedules, missed
deliverables, incomplete tasks or inaccurate results
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REQUIRED BACKGROUND


University degree with a concentration in computing or business (or an equivalent combination of
education and experience)



PeopleSoft technical knowledge is an asset.



Advanced knowledge of a specific information technology discipline or functional area (could
include applicable certification),



Exposure to external industry and market technical intelligence



Demonstrated proficiency in the development, implementation and maintenance of information
systems.



Project management experience.

SPECIALIZED SKILLS:


Knowledge of programming techniques, PeopleTools development technology, JDeveloper, Java,
XML



Relational database design with Oracle, knowledge of SQL, PL/SQL



Ability to develop complex data models and data flow models



Leadership competence in the Software Design Life Cycle



Highly developed interpersonal skills to communicate with both technical and non-technical staff at
all levels



Ability to execute and coordinate work



Demonstrated analytical skills



High degree of technical knowledge including programming products available, database
management strategies and communications software



Ability to lead and deliver implementation of new technology solutions

DECISION MAKING:


Makes decisions on system design, modifications, and testing which affect development and
ultimately system delivery. Decides on timing for resolving system problems, investigates and
recommends timely solutions to effectively manage risks



Allocates time and resources in order to ensure designated accountabilities are completed, based on
the priority of tasks on hand. Decides how technical work may be assigned based on the skill sets of
the project team members.



Makes decisions on completeness of all related system tasks aligned with project work plan,
influences issue tracking and resolution, and supporting project delivery dates



Determines type and level of information needed by project management team to support decision
making, or if and when escalation is needed



Supervises and evaluates the work of developers to ensure security, industry standards and the
department's best practices are being followed.
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